
What a child feels when it leaves its footprint in the fresh snow 

is one of the most powerful aesthetic driving forces.  

Theodor W. Adorno 

FROM THE NORTHEAST QUINGDOM 



S/KNOWING 
 

Holding on to the quill of a single stubble protruding from deep snow. Being 

up against the root, a mysterious motion of something picked up, bounces 

me out of myself. A foundling looking over a winter camisole.  

    A throbbing - ah - glowing berryheart bound to an invisible scribbling 

without recognizing the wording.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is it a deep thread connected to nature, the neurological connection that is 

supposed to count me in to the so-called human species?  



Or an activity controlled by brain or eyes, unleashing icy puffs from head cavities?  

Or the consequences of cultural impregnation? 

Is it a compulsive movement of my hand or a magnetic pulse of an underlying coiled wire?  



The white is perfect, stunning. The untouched surface expanding 

 into the landscape, with its depth of myriads of hexagonal flakes  

holding on to each other, condensed to layers, is the tension  

between longing and fulfillment when writing. Assimilating all  

colors into a hue less skin, the snow is blinding despite my  

knowledge that it appears as black body at a wavelength  

twenty times longer than in the visible range.  

    A scratching of the surface traces the slow chords of a chant 

according to the nine orders of snowology, exposing my hand  

to wind and minus twenty-eight Celsius with a risk of frost bite.  



As child I already had been hired by 

the Snowflake Investigation Center, 

researching bent-over stylus like dry 

grasses protecting hollows, drawn to 

the bottomless, untouchable 

mysterious mille-feuille layers of 

transformation, sedimentation, and 

ablation.  



Only to follow the fragrance of demand, the wounds of buoyancy.  

Used to heavy precipitation causing drifts, leaving everything  

in cover or crevasses, writing is writing in snaweness.  



 The silence of standing. 

 

Snowflakes audible as inner whispers, hustles, or screams. 



Voilà, this is why writing has to happen. A state of dream, shift through a glass darkly and winter light’s speech. An arousal 

manifesting itself, spelled on icy tablets, reachable only by snowshoes and crampons. It's the peace of separation as well as 

amalgamation of senses and doubts, still keeping their distinctive perception. It's the longing for exposure and solitude, 

following the riffs of the very score of snow, the côtes-des-neiges of its tongue’s multiverse, the lucidity of its verglas. 



Snow are my languages,  

bare branches their calligraphy. 

The mellifluous polar values of 

nordicity dictate my writing. 

Just the wish of drifting or 

soothing fall, being alive in 

abundance, dissolving into a 

state of nothing or hiding like a 

subnivian creature.  



It's taking a deep breath to counter the need for optimization,  

knowing that there is a bit of us in every snowflake,  

thinking to be the purest airborne particle, in reality known as 

scavenger for any particles in air and atmosphere.  



A lifelong ecstasy  

of re-writing and  

struggle for liberation  

of writing compulsion,  



witnessing 

the extreme 

variability of 

the essence 

of snowflakes 

roaming at 

the margins,  



fugueuses 

in search 

for a 

chambre 

d’essaie,  



a nivolog on the world’s melting ice shelf. Wonderfully warm coats of magnificent marginal [g]losses. 



The photos were taken in Germany (about 1966, p. 1.), during my Vermont Studio 

Residency in 2016 (p. 2), a Vermont retreat in 2018 (p. 3, 6, 7, 10) and during my 

stay at D'Arts et de rêves, Sutton, Québec, Canada in 2020 (p. 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15).  

The art work is part of my retrospective 2000-2022 : s : now : ary : in the Gallery  

DuPont, DuPont Library, Stetson University, Florida, USA, February 6 - April 10, 2022. 

p. 11: first glimpse of reality, graphite, acrylic paint on paper, 2021, 47”x 48“ 

p. 12: classification of ***, book cover, erasure, and pastel, 2022, 8,5” x 13,5” 

p. 14: snow comb, acrylic on cardboard, 2021, 6" x 4,5" x 1” 
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